The Canal Adonis
The Idle Woman
Part 1: The water road to love

Tim Coghlan looks back on the life of the former working boatman George Smith, who died recently
aged 97. He is best remembered for his short post-war marriage to the wartime Idle Woman Sonia
South, which, in 1946, brought the pair of them to the forefront of the IWA’s campaign to save the
canals, as the glamorous face of the working boatmen. Sonia dramatically left him in 1951 for the canal
author and IWA co-founding member Tom Rolt. This profoundly affected George and led him to leaving
his life as a working boatman only months afterwards. But to his end, in his own quiet and undramatic
way, George maintained his canal interest. Forty years on he formed a new friendship with Sonia,
when she sought his assistance with her book A Canal People, which today is already a canal classic.
The book is discreetly inscribed, “For George and Anne”.

I

◆ Salford Bridge in 1961: It was somewhere immediately around here that
George was born in August 1915, but on which canal is not known, as here the
Brirmingham & Fazeley Canal goes through, but is joined by the Birmingham
termini the Grand Union Canal and the Tame Valley Canal. The original bridge
was replaced by the more modern one seen here in 1931, which still survives.
But no photograph or sketch of the original seems to exist today. The photograph
shows one of the last examples of commercial carrying on the BCN, the Willow
Wren Carrying Company motor Crane, steered by Ray White, low in the water
with a full load of coal, heading for the GEC factory at Witton. (Bob May)
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remember so well my first encounter with George
Smith. It was in the beer tent, known affectionately
as The Wet Dock, on the Saturday night of the second
Braunston Boat Show, held in May 1992, which
Braunston Marina was now running annually in
conjunction with the British Waterways office at Braunston.
The first show had followed what had been intended as a
one-off rally in1990 to commemorate the bicentenary of the
opening of the Oxford Canal. At both those events, a handful
of historic narrowboats had attended, spurred on by canal
enthusiast David Blagrove, who then was still operating, as
and when there was call, his Stoke Bruerne based pair of
working boats Hesperus & Fazeley.
For the 1992 Braunston Boat Show, at David’s suggestion he was now on the show committee - we incorporated a proper
rally of historic narrowboats, to be moored on the mainline
outside the marina. With the word put out, it brought the
boats and surviving former working boatmen in droves. It was
then after all, still only some forty years or so before, that the
working canals had really begun to fall apart.
On that Saturday night, the surviving boatmen and today’s
boaters filled the beer tent, and partied as it might once have
been down at the Greyhound at Hawkesbury Junction, or
any of a number of other canalside pubs, where the working
boatmen gathered in ‘them days.’
There was now only a small gap between the musicians and
the packed audience facing them. Then suddenly a small thin
woman, who was all of seventy, and dressed in a sort of fifties
party frock, got up and started dancing on her own in that
gap, twirling around like a Whirling Dervish, until her set of
false teeth flew out of her mouth and fell to the ground at her
feet.
Rather than be dismayed, she then proceeded to dance
around her teeth as if they were some magical juju, causing
hilarity in the audience. She was now the focus of all attention
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◆ Hawkesbury Revisited: On a fine day in June 2011, Tim Coghlan took George Smith boating again for the first time in several years. In this he was assisted by
his Braunston Marina moorers Chris and Debbs Bradshaw and their narrowboat Marionelly. They were joined by former working boatwoman Alice Lapworth, born
in 1942 on a horse-drawn butty north of Stoke-on-Trent. The few hours run, on a fine day, was from the top of the Oxford, through Hawkesbury Stop Lock and then
a run up and back to the entrance to the former Newdigate Colliery Arm, near Bedworth, where George had loaded for the last time in October 1951. The outing
was completed with lunch at the Greyhound Inn, which both George and Alice knew well from their working days. George did some of the steering, and the outing
was video-recorded for posterity. George so enjoyed the day that Alice brought him later that month to join the opening of the Braunston Historic Narrowboat Rally,
coming aboard steam narrowboat President, and giving the orders when the boat went aground - as he did when he probably met Sonia, then an IW trainee in 1943,
when she and her gals went aground. (Tim Coghlan)

and loving it. It was only with some difficulty that the
musicians, hardly able to contain themselves, struggled to
carry on and finish the tune. But this did not stop the dancer
from her whirling routine, and for music, she was now singing
to herself. And so it seemed, she continued to dance all night.
During a break in the music, I met David queuing at the bar.
He told me in an aside-manner that the dancer was George
Smith’s wife, Anne. I looked confused. ‘You know, Sonia Rolt’s
first husband. She left him to marry Tom Rolt, who wrote
Narrow Boat.’ I knew of Tom Rolt as an author, and had read
and admired that book, but I was unaware at that time of his
interesting private life, and had no idea who Sonia Rolt or
George Smith were.
David then pointed to George at a table of former working
boatmen some distance from the band. ‘The small man with
the curly hair - that’s George Smith’. The man was in his late
seventies, but still looked fit and well, and had kept his grey
head of what must once have been a fine flourish of golden
curls. These curls, I later learnt, had got him the name of the
Canal Adonis, from Robert Aickman, who had co-founded the
IWA with Tom Rolt.

George seemed apart from his group of old comrades, on
his own, watching his wife’s goings on with bemused interest.
Later I learnt that the pair of them had come out to the rally
on a tandem bicycle from where they now lived in north
Coventry, some eighteen miles away, and to which, after the
party was over, they would return in the same way.
Neither Anne nor George ever learnt to drive - despite
George’s natural abilities as a boat handler and mechanic
and the special driving courses available for illiterate former
boatmen - including learning the Highway Code by rote.
(Several redundant Barlows boatmen did go on to make
successful lorry drivers.).
On the one occasion, when the pair moved house across
north Coventry, he achieved this by endless journeys with
an old pram he had found somewhere. One journey included
carrying a long ladder, causing much consternation to fellow
pedestrians.
In some ways, their eccentricities made them ideal for each
other. The couple were happily together for just over fifty
years, with George then in his nineties, caring for her on his
own through her two-year dementia before she died in 2008.
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◆ Golden Lad: The earliest of the few surviving photographs of George’s
youth. He is seen, aged 3, posing in a studio, standing on the stool on which he
steered, and by him on the pillar, is his beloved dog Brownie. George displays
the shock of curls that were to be with him into his nineties, and which in the late
1940s earned him the nickname of the Canal Adonis - a term coined by Robert
Aickman, co-founder with Tom Rolt of the IWA. (Pauline Sexton)

By contrast, Sonia was only to have a mere 23 years with Tom
before he died of cancer in 1974. But they too were very happy
years.
In the years to come, I was to meet both Sonia and George
variously on several occasions, when I learnt something
of what was THE canal love story - of their brief wartime
encounter on the canal in 1943. This led to marriage, and then
ended in the summer of 1951, when she left George and the
canal for her new life with Tom Rolt. Both George and Sonia
then lived more than 60 years, with Sonia at 93, still very
much alive today. But something of that summer of 1943,
when they first met on the canal, remained as a twitch upon
the thread, entwining them both to his very end.

George Henry Smith

George Henry Smith was born on the 20th August, 1915
during the earlier years of WWI, on a canal boat in the centre
of industrial Birmingham. But on just which canal is open to
speculation, as he was born at Salford Bridge at the junction
of three canals, the Birmingham & Fazeley, which goes
straight through, meeting the Birmingham termini of the Tame
Valley and what is now the Grand Union Canal. The original
bridge was demolished in 1931 to make way for a new bridge
and no sketch or photograph of the old one seems to have
survived. Today high above that later bridge is the modern
vortex of concrete that comprises Spaghetti Junction.
As you turn into Birmingham off the M6, you can just get
a passing glimpse of the canal far down below, and to a time,

◆ John Griffiths, Canal Carrier: The Brentford Meadow Wharf - one of two bases for the Griffiths fleet, the other being at Bedworth, near Coventry. The loaded
motor, the Enterprise is seen with its butty Rival, having loaded from the barges behind. During the years George’s parents and he worked for John Griffiths, there
were almost 100 boats in the fleet, including barges working from the London docks to Brentford and up the Grand Union. (Laurence Hogg LHP Collection)
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less than a hundred years ago, when canal-carrying was the
main form of goods-transport in central Birmingham. George’s
parents probably chose the place for his birth, as it was then
a more pleasant spot on the canals, close to the gentrified
suburbs of north Birmingham. There was also a local hospital
in case of trouble. George’s 28 year old mother Hannah, but
known to all as Annie, was probably delivered by whatever
boat women were around at the time, and baby George was
given both of his 29 year old father’s names.
The family would have stayed for a week or two before Annie
felt well enough to continue with the arduous grind of working
a pair of horse-drawn narrowboats, for their employer John
Griffiths, Canal Carrier of Bedworth. This was once a major
canal carrier - little remembered today - which had bases
at Bedworth and Brentford, and a recorded fleet of over 100
boats during its last 50 years of trading, until it went bankrupt
towards the end of 1935.
The tentacles of the John Griffiths operation stretched
from Merseyside, through the Midlands to Brentford on the
Thames. Place names along those canals were reflected in the
landmarks in our George’s family life. When he was born, his
father was running a pair of Prestons, the boats in the Griffiths
fleet that worked from Coventry, and through Birmingham,
up to Preston Brook on the Trent & Mersey Canal. Per the
recently released 1911 Census, on the night of Sunday April
2nd, 1911, his parents were
to be found at Barlaston on
the Trent & Mersey Canal ‘on
board this vessel, and alive at
midnight’ - the ‘vessel’ being
named as the Anker. The butty
had entered the Griffiths fleet
in 1907, acquired second-hand
from another Coventry carrier,
and renamed after the river
that flows through Nuneaton.
The Griffiths fleet was mainly
acquired second-hand, with the
boat-names then often changed
to those of rivers on or adjacent
to the navigation systems.
◆ ‘ON WAR SERVICE – 1915’:
On the night of the Census,
This badge was issued in WWI to
the Anker’s crew comprised:
those working in important trades George Smith, aged 25,
such as boatmen - who were exempted
‘Master of Boat’ described as
from military service. Wearing it
a ‘worker’, born ‘Northants.
saved them from hysterical attacks
Aford’. Aford must be Heyford
by the women of the White Feather
Brigade. George’s father would have near Northampton on the
Grand Union Canal. His wife
worn one. (Tim Coghlan)
‘Annie Smith, Master Wife’ was
aged 24, and born ‘Middlesex, Airfield’ - there were not many
airfields when she was born, and it most probably was at
Harefield near Rickmansworth on the southern Grand Union.
Obviously the Census scribe failed to spot the missing H’s
from these illiterate boatmen. Interestingly, the couple was
stated as being married for two years, and to date having no
children.
Finally there was a reference to one Alice Stokes, aged 12,
who was a ‘cousin’ and a ‘scholar.’ Scholar, the young Alice
most certainly was not. Why she was onboard was that she
had probably outgrown her parents’ family boats with the
arrival of new siblings, and been passed on at the age of 10
to help run the newly-married Smith’s pair of boats - which

◆ The loaded John Griffiths butty Mersey going through Brentford Lock:
The butty would have been very similar to the Anker on which George was born
in 1915, and other horse-drawn boats his family would have worked. Unlike the
Anker, the Mersey was acquired new in 1900, probably being built by Francis
Sephton boat builders at Hawkesbury, and being first registered in Coventry. It
was the first of three Griffiths boats to carry the Mersey name.
(Laurence Hogg LHP Collection)

needed a crew of three - as they were childless at this stage.
When aged 10, a similar fate was to befall George.
As to the Smiths’ marriage, the certificate states they were
married according to the ‘Rites and Ceremonies of the Church
of England’ on 20th August, 1908 at the parish church of
Exhall, near Coventry - one of the churches nearest the
Griffiths base at Bedworth. The couple was aged 22 and 21
respectively, and the witnesses were her boatman father
William Statham, and one Elizabeth Moore. All signed their
names with a mark, each carefully annotated by the vicar, one
Charles Simmons MA. What a minister of his education was
doing in such a godforsaken place of coal mines and canal
boatmen, is thought provoking.

First born

On 7th November 1911, Annie gave birth to their first child,
Eliza. But when only a few months old Eliza died of the silent
killer, carbon monoxide poisoning, from fumes from the stove,
when she was shut in the cabin and her mother was out
steering the boat. The result was that when the next child
George came along nearly four years later, he was kept on
deck in his carrycot in all weathers, when his mother needed
to be outside the cabin. No doubt it toughened him up.
By the time of George’s birth, WWI had been raging for just
over a year. It was a modern industrial war, consuming vast
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◆ George Smith aged about 10 around 1926, with his father George, and horse Tom, which interestingly had the same name as our George’s grandfather and his
younger brother. The photograph appeared in a pre-war publication, with the caption: ‘This horse works very hard. He pulls two boats on the canal. But he is happy,
for his master feeds him well and never whips him, because he loves him.’ The horse would eat about 50 lbs of food a day, and was stabled each night. In the lock Lady Capel’s Lock - is one of the pair of butties the Smith family worked. Heads appearing above the lock from the butty cabin are George’s younger siblings, whom
he called ‘rug rats.’ The photograph was taken probably shortly before George was farmed out to work another pair of boats, and his younger brother Tom aged 7,
took his job as back-butty steerer. For a 10 year old George looks strong and fit, but then he had been working the boats for 7 years now. (Pauline Sexton)

◆ George (L) aged 18 with his friend Bill Humphries at Copper Mill Lock,
southern Grand Union Canal, near Rickmansworth: Both men were in
charge of their own pair of boats - if this motor is George’s, then he would have
made the conversion from horse-drawn to motor by this time, and only two years
after being put in charge of his first pair of boats. (Pauline Sexton)
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quantities of the manufactured equipment, much of it being
made in very rough and dirty industrial parts of Birmingham
and the Black Country. Here the primeval furnaces consumed
huge amounts of coal to feed the demands of the British
Empire’s war machine. Because of this need for coal, George’s
father was exempt army service. To keep the White Feather
brigade at bay - women who branded men cowards if they
were not in military uniform – boatmen were issued with a
special badge to wear stating they were ON WAR SERVICE.
His war comprised nothing more nor less than what he was
doing in the years before it, and in the years after it – bar
the food rationing and the occasional Zeppelin bombings,
which amongst others, resulted in Batchworth Lock at
Rickmansworth being hit in 1918 This boatman’s war was to
be somewhat repeated in the next.
George was little more than a toddler when WWI ended. As
now the eldest child, there was no one to play with, and no
schooling, and with his parents constantly on the move, he
had quite a lonely childhood. The only joy was the curious
collection of family pets, with several dogs, one of which, a
small chocolate coloured mongrel called Brownie, was given to
him. He also had a caged blackbird and a thrush.
George’s isolation was made worse when at around the age
of four, he was trained to steer the rear of the two horse-drawn
boats, by standing on a stool. A studio photograph survives of
him with his curls, his dog Brownie, and that stool. George’s
mother would steer the leading boat, whilst his father walked
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called the policeman something very unpleasant - two syllables
beginning with A - and not Anker as that was the name of the
boat! The policeman duly returned and administered a smart
cuff round George’s ear-hole, which had the desired effect.
George never forgot that encounter, and happily told the story
against himself.
George had a vivid memory of when aged ten, he worked
with his father through the General Strike of May 1926. This
only lasted nine days, but conversely involved millions of
people, including the canal lengthsmen of the Birmingham
canals who were members of the Transport & General Workers
Union. The lengthsmen had tried to close the canals by
chaining and padlocking important locks. The boatmen did not
join in - some had had their strike nearly three years before at
Braunston and elsewhere, with little if anything being achieved
after 17 weeks of it. Others worked for small non-unionised
carriers like Griffiths, or were self-employed Number Ones. For
those carrying essential fuel - coal and oil - they had a police
escort, who with the help of the boatmen, using their mallets,
crowbars and sledge hammers, removed the chains. The
great Thomas Clayton promised his strike-breaking boatmen

◆ ‘He was an amazing man, handsome, strong and well set up’: Thus Sonia
described George in her funeral tribute. George with his find head of curls in a
Grand Union lock in about 1947, much as Sonia would have first known him in
1943. By 1947, he and Sonia were married and the couple had moved to work
for Samuel Barlows based at Braunston. (Sonia Rolt)

ahead on the towpath with their horse Tom for mile after mile
in all weathers. It left the four year old steering on his own for
hours. This was then the boatman and his family’s lot, the
traveling routine relentless, only changed by the loading and
unloading of goods - often by hand.
George’s appointment as rear-steerer probably allowed his
parents to dispense with the services of Alice Stokes, or some
other youngster, who had been loaned to them by a relative
to do the same. Now using George, his parents could save the
money.

Isolation

In his isolation at the back of the rear butty, George amused
himself by training the blackbird to talk, or a least a few
choice words - some cheerful greetings and the others of a
less polite nature. On one occasion when passing through
an urban area, and with the boats waiting for a lock, the
dogs ran amuck ashore causing some chaos to others on the
towpath going about their lawful business. A man from the
law accordingly appeared, and gave George a verbal dressingdown. As he was leaving, on a nod from George, the blackbird

◆ Heading South: The young Sonia South in about 1944, when working
as an Idle Woman for the Grand Union Canal Carrying Company, and very
much with stars in her eyes. She is steering the butty boat Moon, towed by the
motor Phobos. Sonia worked the pair with her two close friends from her brief
acting days and later flat mates living in Beauchamp Place in London’s smart
Knightsbridge. They were Charlotte ‘Chattie’ Salaman and Meriol Trevor, who
took the photograph. Chattie became a theatre director. Meriol wrote what is
still considered by some to be the definitive biography of Cardinal Newman,
but she never wrote of her canal days. Note the butty’s wash, and the girls’ nontraditional painting on the cabin slider. (Sonia Rolt)
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afterwards that he would mention them in his Will, and that
they could always have a job, as long as they wanted one.

Abandonment

Shortly after the strike was over, and still aged 10, George was
to get his next taste of isolation and abandonment. His mother
had been slow to breed, but after him they starting coming in
abundance - Tom in 1918, Lilly in 1922, Bill in 1924, Violet
in 1926, to be followed later by Mary in 1928 and then Jim
in 1932. By 1926 there were now five children on the pair of
boats, and his 8 year old younger brother Tom could do his
job. So George was farmed out to another boatman couple,
who did not have a child, to steer the rear butty.
Normally the child would go to a cousin or something like
that, as in the case of Alice Stokes who was Annie’s cousin
- however much younger - where close family affinity and
contacts remained. But this was not so for George. His father
told him and the couple he would work for, that George was
not to work after five o’ clock and he was to be allowed to go to
the pictures on Saturday nights. But it never worked out that
way, and George’s life of exploited child labour, became like
something out of Dickens.
As evidence of this, I learnt from George’s sister Mary, who
is still alive, and worked Griffiths/Warwickshire boats with her
parents until she came off in 1942, that she hardly saw George
in her 13 years of childhood on the canal. Mary came off the
canals to look after and live with her widowed grandmother in
north Coventry. Mary was 13, but lied about her age and got
a job with the Dunlop Bicycle Company, polishing the rims
of newly cast wheels. She retains memories of the bombing of
Coventry and the canal breach at Hawkesbury caused by a
bomb during one of the other Coventry raids.

Captain George

Things were to change around 1931 when George, aged about
16, was made captain of a pair of horse-drawn Griffiths boats,
with his younger brother Tom as mate, to be joined later by
his younger brother Bill. Whilst they were all very young to
be fending for themselves, including cooking and washing,
they had had years of experience. For the first few years, their

◆ We’ll meet again…: Sonia Rolt aged 89 in 2008 at the first of the now annual
and highly successful Stoke Bruerne at War weekends, when she unveiled a
plaque to the Idle Women, to be put on display in the Canal Museum at Stoke
Bruerne. Looking on in costume are look-alikes Winston and Clemmie Churchill.
Sadly only three other surviving Idle Women were able to attend this remarkable
occasion – Olga Kevelos, Jean Peters and Emma Smith. (Tim Coghlan)
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◆ Back-load for Brum: Trainees at Bulls Bridge in April 1944. A posed
photograph for wartime propaganda, of smartly dressed trainee gals clothing up
a narrowboat, which had in fact been already loaded miles away at one of the
London docks with aluminium bars for Birmingham. Several of the girls in the
photograph were in fact already fully trained, and had been working the canals
for some time now, including Sonia who joined in 1943. She is seen in the cabin
hatch of the motor ahead against the quayside, talking to two tall girls on Cetus,
who were sisters, one of whom is smoking a pipe. Canal carrying liberated
many middle class girls, allowing them to wear men’s working clothing,
discarding makeup, and in a few cases taking to pipe smoking. The two sisters
were trainees, but were amongst the many who did not survive the tough canal
carrying for very long. (Waterways Trust)

pair of boats was horse-drawn, but with the introduction of
diesel engines, some butties were converted into motors at the
Griffiths Dock at Bedworth, whilst new purpose-built motors
were also acquired. This created the classic motor and butty
arrangement, which had already been tried and tested on
the steam-narrowboats. The boatmen had to adjust to this
change, including learning running repairs. The new order
dispensed with long walks with horses and night stabling. The
boats could move faster and the working day could be longer,
heralding the brief golden age of canal carrying, when George
recalled the Birmingham Canals as so full of boats that it was
difficult to pull back into the canal if you had stopped to load
or unload.
But the boom-time was to be brief, and already the signs
of decline were there. In 1930 the now Griffiths Brothers the business having been taken over by the sons following
John’s death - acquired the business of one of its main rivals
Emmanuel Smith & Sons Ltd of Brentford from that company’s
liquidator. Then a mere four years later, in 1935 Griffiths
Brothers were to succumb to the same fate, when they were
acquired by the Warwickshire Canal Carrying Co for a mere
£1,275.
It was probably this collapse that made George and his
brothers go to work for the Grand Union Canal Carrying
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◆ The Stoke Bruerne plaque to the Idle Women: The very finely designed
plaque in detail, with the IW logo to the fore, which gave rise to the nickname
Idle Women, and the plaque-inscription: ‘ESSENTIAL WAR WORK This plaque
commemorates the women who volunteered to work on the Inland Waterways
during World War II. Their work not only contributed to the war effort but gave
us a lasting insight into canal life.’ This insight was true indeed – several wrote
accounts of their experiences - Emma Smith (Maiden’s Trip) Eily Gayford
(The Amateur Boatwomen), Susan Woolfit (Idle Women) and Margaret Cornish
(Troubled Waters) - to which can be added the recently discovered Evelyn Hunt’s
diary, serialized for the first time in this magazine. Prior to the Idle Women,
and Tom Rolt’s Narrow Boat published in 1944, almost nothing had been
written about working the canals with firsthand experience, as few ‘scholars’
had ventured on the canals, and the boatmen were a closed and almost illiterate
community, with no desire anyway to tell the world beyond the bank about their
lives. Thanks to publisher Mark Baldwin - also in attendance - those great IW
books have all been republished in recent times and are now readily accessible.
(Tim Coghlan)

◆ Massed mooring of GUCCC narrowboats in the mid 1940s at Bull’s Bridge near Uxbridge, Middlesex: The Bay as it was called is seen here almost
full of boats awaiting orders at this southern headquarters of the Grand Union Canal Carrying Company, for whom at this time both George and Sonia worked
independently. The scene is much as it would have been on that fateful day in the summer of 1944, when some 200 boatmen were awaiting orders. From these some
50 were offered the chance to appear in the pub scene for the film Painted Boats, being paid roughly what they earned for a day’s carrying. According to George’s
version of events, he and Sonia, then just passing friends, were both by chance at Bull’s Bridge that day. The screening, in which George was chosen, would
obviously have attracted the former actress’s attention, and they both would have met up with the Narrow Boat author Tom Rolt, who was now the canal technical
adviser to the film. For George at least it was to have tragic consequences. (Waterways Trust)
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had never known her father, while her mother died just before
the war in tragic circumstances, which affected her outlook on
life profoundly.’ (Rolt is incorrect about the date of Kathleen’s
death.)
Because of her parental position, Sonia was rather taken
under the wing of her kindly maternal Catholic grandfather,
who was a doctor in Barbados. He decided that the best thing
for her was to send her off to England aged 10, to attend
the very fashionable Farnborough Hill Convent, where she
would get a good education and meet the right sort of ‘gals’.
The worthy nuns of the French Order of Religious Christian
Education had recently acquired the house where the Empress
Eugenie, widow of Napoleon III had lived from 1880 until
her death in 1920. The architect Adrian Gilbert Scott was
commissioned to design additional educational buildings.
The new school stood in the Empress’ 60 acres of beautiful
grounds on the highest point in Hampshire, with wonderful
views. In 1927 the nuns moved in from where they had locally
been before, and the school was soon the place for a good
female Catholic education. It was also a place where Sonia
would have gained some security and stability in her life. A
passenger list of 1929 records Sonia and her mother travelling
from Barbados, but we have been unable to find her on any
other. That trans-Atlantic crossing seems to have been a oneway ticket.

◆ Tom Rolt on Cressy at the entrance to Crick Tunnel in the summer of
1939: Aged about 29, and much as he would have been when, according to
George, he first met Sonia at Bull’s Bridge in the summer of 1944. In 1939
Tom was still very much married to his first wife Angela, an accomplished
photographer who took this one. (Sonia Rolt)

Company (GUCCC) which was aggressively building up its
new steel-hulled modern fleet, with good wages to go with it.
Former working boat-woman Laura Carter remembers George
working through most of the war for the GUCCC, and right up
until 1946 or thereabouts, before he and his new wife Sonia
moved to Braunston based carriers Samuel Barlow, for whom
Laura had worked since about 1938. The couple worked for
Barlows for their remaining five years together on the canals,
and he for a few months after she left him for Tom Rolt. In all,
George worked for three canal carriers, all well known in their
time.

Good education

Sonia enjoyed her time with the nuns, and unsurprisingly
learnt excellent French, as well as gaining a very good
general education. Rolt described Sonia as ‘highly intelligent
and much better read than I was.’ That awareness of her
knowledge and intelligence is felt by anyone who has met her
since. Her range of intellectual activities even in her nineties is
quite astonishing.

Sonia Mary Fleming South

But this is to move our story on, and we now need to go back
to Sonia’s early life and how she came to be on the canal.
Sonia Mary Fleming South, to give her her full maiden name,
was born in New York in 1919. She appears later in 1919 on a
passenger list travelling to England with her parents and two
brothers. After her arrival in England, her father then rather
disappeared from her life, and what became of him is now
unknown.
Her mother was Kathleen Louise Matheson South, nee
Boxhill, who was born in Barbados to a comfortably off
colonial family. After WWI, Kathleen travelled extensively with
her army officer husband, appearing on numerous shipping
passenger lists. Her later life was lived in much reduced
circumstances, in which she was cut off from her family.
Towards the end, one of her two sons was accidentally killed
on his motorcycle whilst serving with the army in France in
the early months of the war. She finally died in 1942. Tom Rolt
wrote in Landscape with Figures: ‘Sonia was an orphan. She
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◆ Somewhere in the crowd there’s you…: George Smith is in there
somewhere. He recalled sitting by the bar during the filming, but never actually
claimed to be seen in the final film. It just could be him standing side profile at
the back by the bar. It took two days to film the pub scene, with George only
there for one of them. Tom Rolt was not present at the actual filming of this
scene. But he describes in Landscape with Canals, how on another occasion he
‘watched them filming over and over again one short sequence lasting not more
than a minute and involving two lines of dialogue. I must have watched at least
six takes before I became bored and tiptoed away. Those who hanker for the
glamour of the movies and those rare mortals who act in them must realize in
their saner moments, what a tinsel world it is.’ (Ealing Studios)
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As an antidote to the good nuns, Sonia then went to the
London Theatre Studio to be trained for the stage by Michael
St Denis. She had a brief theatrical career, before war
intervened and she was compelled to sign up in some way.
She got a job at the Hoover factory, in west London, which was
making components for the aircraft industry. In this arduous
work, she was joined by two friends from her acting school,
and they shared a flat together in the fashionable Beauchamp
Place, in London’s Knightsbridge.
In 1943, the flat-mates spotted a press advertisement calling
for female volunteers to work narrowboats on the Grand Union
Canal. This was due to a combination of the much-increased
wartime carrying on the canals and the crew shortages
caused by some of the younger boatmen being called-up to
work on landing craft and the like. In response to their letter
of enquiry, the girls would have received the standard reply,
which included the following: ‘When considered proficient
and able to operate boats without supervision, trainees will
be appointed to boats of their own, a crew consisting of three
women, there being no objection to friends going together.’ But
it cautioned, ‘Only women of robust constitution and good
health should enter this employment.’ The girls decided to go
for it.
Sonia later recalled, ‘We were all quite physically fit and
thought we could manage it. We didn’t know anything at
all before we went to be trained. I don’t think any of us had
even seen a canal.’ At her interview with Rita Currie at the
Ministry of War Transport in Berkley Square, Sonia was shown
her broken finger nails and told of the tough work required,
working very long hours for three weeks without a day off. (In
1944, Rita Currie married the Duke of Grafton and left the
MOWT. She was not the only one to become titled through
marriage. Evelyn Hunt later became Lady Monnington.)

Becoming Idle Women

Sonia & Co now went for their initial training run with Kitty

◆ Summer love: George and Sonia together and obviously very happy. It was to
be short-lived. (Sonia Rolt)

◆ Painted butty boats from the Braunston based Samuel Barlow Coal Carrying
Company were used in the making of the film Painted Boats. Tom Rolt, who
was appointed canal technical adviser to the film, wrote in his autobiography,
Landscape with Canals, ‘For the purposes of the film, one Barlow butty boat
was repainted and re-named Sunny Valley. Rather a stupid and uncharacteristic
name, I thought privately, but the boat retained it until the end of her working
life.’ Ironically it was this very butty that George and Sonia were offered when
they moved from the GUCCC to Barlows in about 1946. This they soon changed
for the butty Warwick, which had no forward cabin and could therefore carry
a greater load. It also handled better, allowing the butty to be towed on short
lines without being steered, which was important when there was just the two of
them working the pair, with the motor Cairo. The butty Sunny Valley survives
so named to this day and is a regular attendee at the annual Braunston Historic
Narrowboat Rally. Barlows also built to order a back-end non-floating version of
Sunny Valley for the studio shots as seen here – note the absence of wash on the
canal, despite the dramatic turn on the tiller! A later copy of that back cabin was
made at Braunston in the early 1960s for the Canal Museum at the Stoke Bruerne
Museum, where it is still on prominent display. (Ealing Studios)

Gayford, joining the boats at Bulls Bridge near Uxbridge. The
foursome went to load in the London docks, before heading
north to Birmingham. Then it was a loop back to Coventry to
load coal and so back down to London, a round trip of about
three weeks, after which they were on their own.
As they had passed this brief training period, which the
boatmen had taken a lifetime to learn, they were put in charge
of a pair of GUCCC boats, the Moon and the Phobos - which
were to become at once their home and workplace for the next
two years. Sonia commented, ‘I found the work exhausting but
liberating. Perhaps because I was an orphan with a nomadic
upbringing, I thought the boatmen had something I hungered
after. I soon made friends with the boaters and the people
along the bank.’
Only a handful of women volunteers - nick-named Idle
Women after the IW on their badge of service - survived the
initial training and lasted more than a couple of trips. In all
something like 120 women volunteered, but only 30 or so
made it through. It is therefore great credit to Sonia & Co.
that they were part of the small band that did survive. At best
it is estimated that only 11 pairs of boats were operating at
any one time, compared with the hundreds being run by the
working boatmen, so the scale of the Idle Women contribution
was quite small. Former working boatwoman Laura Carter
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◆ In the picture: George’s younger brother Jim looking at photographs of himself taken by the great canal photographer Robert Longden, and just given to Jim by
the great man himself. Also looking at pictures of themselves are Sonia and George. They are now married and have moved to carriers Barlows and are on their final
pair of boats, the Cairo & Warwick. Brother Jim worked with George until he ‘went with Sonia.’ The photograph is probably in the summer of 1949, when Jim was
still canal carrying, probably with his younger brother Tom. But Jim was the first of the brothers to leave the Cut for better and easier money in a factory in Coventry.
The scene here is outside the Newdigate Colliery where in October 1951, George was to load for the last time, after Sonia had left him a couple of months earlier.
(Longden/Sonia Rolt)

recalls she hardly noticed them, and felt they had been given
far greater credit than the endeavours of the working boatmen
who never had a day off - whereas the gals were able to take
off one week in four.
One of the reasons Sonia & Co did survive was the great help
and kindness they received from the working boatmen, and in
particular George Smith and his brothers. In her hand-written
message read for her at George’s funeral, she said, ‘He always
welcomed the new and gained enjoyment and amusement from
it. The trainee boat women of the time could vouch for his
kindness and helpfulness.’ Just where George met Sonia, he
could not exactly recall. But he did remember pulling the girls
off the mud at some notorious bend, helping them here and
there with engine problems, and meeting up in some of the
canalside pubs and having drinks or dinner with them.

In the movies!

In the summer of 1944, the classic canal film Painted Boats
was made, the outside scenes on location between Braunston
and Stoke Bruerne in Northamptonshire, and the indoor
scenes and close-ups at Ealing Studios. One of those indoor
scenes was a recreation of the interior of the Boat Inn at Stoke
Bruerne. For the extras, boatmen awaiting orders at Bulls
Bridge, were invited and then selected to participate, being
paid about the same wages as when carrying. George, with
his youthful good looks, was amongst the chosen, who were
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then bussed down the following day to Ealing Studios, having
been told to dress as they did when working. At the studio
they spent a whole day sitting around on the set, once they
had been allocated a slot - George’s being by the bar. Then at
a prompt they had to pretend to be jolly boatmen, drinking
fizzy brown water, but being forbidden to smoke. George was
pleased when he returned to Bulls Bridge to find he had orders
for the next day. Thus ended his brief life in the limelight. It
is questionable if he appeared in the final version. It is not
possible to identify him with certainty.
George recalled that there were some 200 boatmen awaiting
orders that day, including Sonia and her team, at which time,
she and George were apparently just good friends, though
there was some attraction. In that funeral address, she says,
‘He was an amazing man, handsome, strong and well set up.’
The technical adviser to the film was one Tom Rolt, whose
book Narrow Boat had recently been published, and because of
it, he was invited to help with the film. Rolt had been married
since 1939 to Angela Orred, which marriage had had its
dramas - her wealthy father strongly objected to her going to
live with a penniless author on a narrowboat, and cut her off
financially and from her family. Angela, that day, was probably
on their boat Cressy moored at Tardebigge, near Birmingham.
George remained convinced that all three of what was to
become a tragic love triangle between himself, Sonia and Tom,
met that fatal day at Bulls Bridge. Tom Rolt claims that he met
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◆ Approaching Oxford Lock in June 2011: The now 96 year old George steers
into the prepared lock on Braunston Marina moorers Debs and Chris Bradshaw’s
Narrowboat Marionelly. With him on the cruiser stern is former working
boatwoman Alice Lapworth. It was the first time George had been boating for
many years, but he had not lost the touch. (Tim Coghlan)

Sonia and George a year later at the Birmingham premier of
Painted Boats by which time George and Sonia were together,
and probably married. Regardless of which day it was, either
marked the beginning of George’s fatal encounter with Tom
Rolt that was to destroy his short happiness with Sonia and
his canal world as a working boatman. As Rolt was later to
write, ‘What caused Sonia and myself so much distress was
the future of her husband, that simple, blameless man who
could neither read or write.’ But that was still a few years
ahead, and much else was to happen in the meantime…
Next month, we continue our story covering the six years
of George and Sonia’s marriage.

◆ Approaching Oxford Lock in about 1948: Sonia always referred to the Hawkesbury Stop Lock, as it is known today, as the Oxford Lock. She is seen on a warm
day dressed in a white blouse, at the helm of the motor Cairo. On board are two of her well-dressed friends - she in a checked suit. George is poling the breasted-up
boats to the right hand bank, to await their turn in the lock. The boats have recently loaded with coal and heading down towards London. Sonia was torn between her
tough life as a canal carrier and the finer lives of her friends, including Tom Rolt, with whom by this stage their relationship would have appeared to have moved up a
peg. Perhaps because Sonia is not readily recognisable, this was the only photograph of her that survived in George’s possession to his end. Sonia retains a number of
him. (Longden/Sonia Rolt)
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